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Abstract
This paper describes a rule-based approach to segment Arabic texts into clauses. Our method relies on an extensive analysis of a large
set of lexical cues as well as punctuation marks. Our analysis was carried out on two different corpus genres: news articles and
elementary school textbooks. We propose a three steps segmentation algorithm: first by using only punctuation marks, then by relying
only on lexical cues and finally by using both typology and lexical cues. The results were compared with manual segmentations
elaborated by experts.
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1.

discursive long-range effects such as frame adverbials,
non-restrictive relatives and appositions, as in:
[Mr. Dupont, [a rich business man,][living on the Paris
region], was savagely killed].

Introduction

Discourse structure is essential in determining the
content conveyed by a text. It affects for example, the
temporal structure of a text, the interpretation of
anaphoric expressions and presuppositions. Discourse
structure has shown to be useful in many NLP
applications, such as automatic text summarization
(Marcu, 2000) and question answering (Chai and Jin,
2004). Discourse parsing consists in two steps: (1)
discourse segmentation which aims at identifying
Elementary Discourse Units (EDU), and (2) building
the discourse structure by linking EDUs using a set of
rhetorical or discursive relations. We deal in this paper
with the first step, focusing on Arabic text
segmentation.

Several research works have been undertaken on
automatic discourse segmentation for different
languages using both rule-based and learning
techniques. Segmentation principles rely mainly on:
discourse cues, punctuation marks and syntactic
information going from parts of speech, chunks to full
syntactic parsing, including dependencies. Within the
RST framework, recent works include (Seeger and
Brian, 2007) (Da Cunha et al., 2010) (Harald et al,
2006) and (Jirawan et al, 2005) for respectively English,
Spanish, German and Thai languages. We finally cite
(Afantenos et al., 2010) who developed, within the
SDRT framework, a discourse segmenter for French
texts that handles nested structures.

Discourse segmentation aims at splitting texts into nonoverlapping units. This task is theory dependent since
each discourse theory defines its own specificities in
terms of segmentation guidelines and size of units. A
simple way is to consider a sentence as a basic unit
(Halliday and Hasan, 1976). However, sentences can be
long and can contain several smaller units that can be
related with discourse relations. In RST (Mann and
Thompson, 1988), EDUs can be simple sentences or
clauses in a complex sentence that typically correspond
to verbal clauses, as in the sentence below where we
have two EDUs:
[This is the best book] [that I have read in along time.]

In this paper, we propose a rule-based approach to
Arabic texts segmentation, where segments are
sentences, clauses as well as other constructions
including prepositional and noun phrases.

2.

Related works

In Arabic, discourse segmentation has not been fully
addressed mainly because EDU segmentation in Arabic
is more complex than other languages. First, Arabic is
an agglutinative language in which the clitics are
agglutinated to words. Indeed, prepositions (like ف
(then)), conjunctions (like ( وand)), articles (like ال
(the)) and pronouns can be affixed to nouns, adjectives,
particles and verbs which causes several lexical
ambiguities. For example,
/ “fahm“ can be a noun
(that means understanding) or a conjunction (ف/”fa”/
then) followed by the pronoun ( ه/ “hom “/they).

EDUs can also correspond to other syntactic units
describing eventualities, such as prepositional and noun
phrases, as in the following examples where we have
respectively two and three EDUS:
[After several minutes,][we found the keys on the
table.], and,
[Mary Smith,] [who is now in that corner,] [wants to
meet you.]

Second, unlike Indo-European languages, Arabic does
not have capital letters which makes the task of text
segmentation into sentences harder than the one for
other languages such as English, where the capital
letters are used as cues for text splitting.

RST does not allow for nested EDUs. On the contrary,
other theories like SDRT (Asher and Lascarides, 2003),
allow for embedded segments in order to encode
adjuncts such as appositions or cleft constructions with
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Moreover, Arabic texts can be diacritized, partially
diacritized, or totally non diacritized. Most current
Arabic documents are not diacritized. Indeed, the
diacritics (i.e. orthographic symbols, which represent
among other things short vowels) are only used in
educational books for beginners. It should be noted that
non diacritized texts are highly ambiguous: the
proportion of ambiguous words exceeds 90%. For
example, the word [ آktb] could be diacritized in 21
different ways (Debili et al., 2002). Among these forms,
we can cite “َ َ  َآ/ he wrote” and “ٌ ُ  ُآ/ books”. The
same confusion holds between the verb (َ ذَ َه/go) and the
noun (ٌ ذٌ َه/gold). Thus, a non diacritized word could
have different morphological features, and in some
cases, different POS, especially when it is taken out of
its context. In addition, even if the context is
considered, the POS and the morphological features
could remain ambiguous. Hence, the absence of
diactritics in Arabic texts is another difficulty which
confirms that EDU segmentation in Arabic is more
complex than the one for other languages such as
English or French.

effect on segmentation. A set of 22 syntactic and
semantic features were then used in order to
automatically classify each instance of the connector ""و
into these two classes. The authors reported that their
results outperform the results of (Touir et al., 2008)
when considering the connector ""و.
Our approach is novel in three ways. First, it relies on
an extensive analysis of a large set of lexical cues as
well as punctuation marks. It goes thus beyond the
method proposed by (Touir et al., 2008) since we handle
both a greater number of lexical cues and punctuation
marks. Our approach goes also beyond the work of
(Khalifa et al., 2011) since their method relies only on
one discourse cue. In addition, our analysis was carried
out on two different corpus genres: news articles and
elementary school textbooks. Corpus analysis allows us
to group connectors into different categories depending
whether they are (or not) a good indicator to begin or
end a segment.
Second, unlike (Belguith et al., 2005), our approach
relies on morphological and syntactic information using
several dictionaries and orthographic rectification
grammar. To this end, we use NooJ linguistic resources
(Mesfar, 2008) in order to perform surface
morphological and syntactic analysis.

Most researches on Arabic discourse segmentation aim
at splitting texts into paragraphs, sentences or clauses.
(Belguith et al., 2005) proposed a rule-based approach
to segment non-vowelled Arabic texts into sentences.
The approach consists of a contextual analysis of the
punctuation marks, the coordination conjunctions and a
list of particles that are considered as boundaries
between sentences. The authors determined 183 rules to
segment texts into paragraphs and sentences. These
rules were implemented in the STAr system, a tokenizer
based on the proposed approach. Star is used in many
Arabic NLP systems such as MORPH, a morphological
analyser for Arabic texts (Belguith et al. 2005),
MASPAR, a Multi-Agent System for Parsing Arabic
(Belguith et al., 2008) and Al-Lakas El'eli, an Arabic
automatic summarization system (Maâloul et al., 2008).

Finally, we propose a three steps segmentation
algorithm: first by using only punctuation marks, then
by relying only on lexical cues and finally by using both
typology and lexical cues. The results were compared to
manual segmentations elaborated by experts.

3.

Data

We conducted a corpus study on two different corpora:
150 news articles (737 paragraphs, 40532 words) and
250 elementary school textbooks (EST) (1095
paragraphs, 29473 words). The corpus was manually
segmented by three linguists. In order to better
understand the segmentation principles and due to the
complexity of the task, the annotation relies on a
consensus.

(Touir et al., 2008) proposed a rule-based approach to
segment Arabic texts using connectors and without
relying on punctuation marks. Segmentation principles
do not follow any discourse theory. They perform an
empirical study of sentences and clauses connectors in
order to segment Arabic texts while preserving the
semantic of its constituents. They introduce the notion
of active connectors, which indicates the beginning or
the end of a segment and the notion of passive
connectors that does not imply any cutting point.
Passive connectors are useful only when they co-occur
with active connectors since this might imply the
beginning or the end of a segment.

The distribution of the number of texts and segments
per genre is shown in Table 1. We get a total of 4725
segments for the news article and 2625 for the
textbooks. 80% of the news articles and 60% of the
textbooks were used for building our segmentation
patterns. The rest of the corpus was left for test.

4.
Finally, (Khalifa et al., 2011) proposed a learning
approach to segment Arabic texts by exploiting the
rhetorical functions of the connector " و/ and ". Among
the six rhetorical types of this connector, two classes
have been defined: “Fasl” which is a good indicator to
begin a segment, and “Wasl” which does not have any

Segmentation principles

During the corpus analysis, three different segmentation
principles were identified: (p1) using punctuation marks
only, (p2) using discourse cues only, and (p3) using
both the principles (p1) and (p2).
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4th EST
5th EST
6th EST
7th EST
8th EST
News
Total

Training corpus
texts
segments
30
604
28
550
30
400
31
541
32
630
100
4725
251
7350

* +ّ-  أ.&'( []»و: ه ا ا م

% ( ]أ1)
[ « .&'(و
[I said a word that I still remember still today:] [«My
country. I love you dear country. » ].

Test corpus
texts
segments
17
340
15
260
20
301
22
315
25
345
50
2450
149
4011

إ

أ

" ! زا#$آ

[. <; & ا?! > ن89:] [" ؛4ر6#  ا3! 1 $2 دت0(] (2)
[Khalil was expelled
from school;] [because
he cheats in the exam.]
In order to handle weak indicators, we design a set of
decision rules, such as:

Table1: The training and test corpus

o

4.1 P1: Punctuation marks principles

If the full stop is part of a named entity, it doesn’t
represent the end of a segment.

[." $ A! ض0! أC D ان6* 4  ( رق.( ]د3)
[Dr. Tarak Swiden has treated various diseases.]

Punctuation marks used today in Arabic writings are
those of the European writing system, but they do not
necessarily have the same semantic functions. For
example, the origin of the comma is to be found in the
Arabic letter “ و/ wa”, which represents the conjunction
(“and”) for English. Borrowed by the Italian
typographers, the comma becomes mute in the Latin
alphabet. The point is often used in Arabic to mark the
end of a paragraph whereas the comma, in addition to
its coordination function, can also be used to announce
the end of a sentence (Belguith et al., 2005).

$D 6D IJ & ! ' ت ا

 ا0K اآ3! 12. و ب2. ب3 ! 0- F*] (4)
[.0#* هL  و!" ا%!
[The vitamins B.2 and B.12 are considered as the most
effective to fight against Alzheimer illness.]
o

If the dot is preceded by one word and if this word
is not a verb, then dot doesn’t represent the end of a
segment.

[ .&'( * و+ّ-  أ.&'(( ]و5)
[My country. I love you dear country.]

In Arabic, the parentheses, the exclamation point, the
question mark, the three points, etc. have the same
values as those of European languages (Belguith, 2009).
It should be noted that some punctuation marks in
Arabic look different from the European ones. Indeed,
the Arabic comma points to the opposite way (،) and it
is written on top of the line. Also, the Arabic question
mark looks to the opposite side ()؟.

o

If the comma is followed by a verb or ( 4 رة اNا/a
demonstrative pronoun), then it represents the end
of segment:

[8-9 Q ً إ#S داI 8 Q زو9  آ+ ] [، وت0 O ك0J] (6)
[He left Beirut,][this is why his wife was not always
with him.]

The punctuation marks are not widely used in current
Arabic texts (i.e., at least not regularly) and when they
are used, they do not respect the typography rules1.
Therefore, their presence cannot guide the segmentation
process as for other languages such as English or
French which make segmenting Arabic text harder.

o

If an apposition contains only a named entity, then
it does not represent the end of a segment, as in :

[.أة0#  ا3D ة0 K ر آFN أ،&9 -% ار اL9،0 -U  ا0D T ( ]آ ا7)
[The great poet, Nizar Qabani, wrote many poems about
woman.]

During the segmentation process, annotators classify
punctuation marks into two categories: strong
indicators that always identify the end of a segment
and weak indicators that do not always indicate the
beginning or the end of a segment. In our corpus,
annotators identify 4 strong indicators: the exclamation
mark (!), the question mark (?), the colon (:) and the
semi-colon (;), as well as 6 weak indicators: the full
stop (.), the comma (,), quotes, parenthesis, brackets
([]), braces ({}) and underscores. The dot and the
comma are most frequent in our corpus.

o

For the other weak indicators, i.e quotes,
parenthesis, brackets, braces and underscores, they
usually indicate the beginning of a segment only if
they contain a verbal clause.

[. '#ّ$F! ّم إ6%J"([ ]وN T-O 9 ّ )][V%  ب اO 0*6# ق ا0(] (8)
[The director knocks the door of the class room][(he
smiles)][and then he comes to talk to our teacher.]
[."آ0 1 آFX%9 ][” $F >ّ" اJ “ 0*6#  ل اW] (9)
[The director said “salute the flag”][and then
movements have stopped.]

We give below some examples of strong indicators.

Although the Arabic language has punctuation marks,
written Arabic rarely contains these punctuations.
Arabic discourse tends to use long and complex

1

(Basha, 1912) defined the writing rules of the different
punctuation marks and their values in the Arabic text.
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[.1#F ة اL Q ر أ%  ا3! UTJ 1#D "N ور1 آ9 ( ]آ16)
[Each workshop suffers from a lack of equipments.]

sentences, so we can easily find an entire paragraph
without any punctuation. Therefore, segmenting
according to p1 is not enough.

During the annotation process, we observed that the
lexical cues principles cannot resolve some ambiguities
related to weak indicators (49 ambiguous lexical cues
were identified). In addition, we have also observed that
some connectors can be easily disambiguated using
punctuation marks. We need therefore to use both the
punctuation mark and the lexical cue that follows it in
the sentence in order to better identify the right segment
frontiers.

4.2 P2: Lexical cues principles
Using lexical cues could be a solution to further
segment sentences into clauses, as in the following
example where we have a contrast discourse relation.
[& '9 !  ا0F* ? 3U ][ أ6-9 ! Y #Z ف ا0F 4] (10)
[They will know when we start][but they don't know
when we finish]

4.3 P3: Mixed principles
Like punctuation marks, lexical cues were grouped into
two classes: unambiguous and ambiguous. In the first
class, connectors are usually followed by a verb which
is a strong cue to indicate the end of a segment.
Annotators have listed 97 unambiguous lexical cues.
Here are some of our rules:
o

We give in this section some rules that illustrate these
principles.
o

If a verb is followed by { #  آ، أن1Q أ3! ،
،& آ،ـ
\] ،\ U }, it indicates the end of a segment as in:

ة6$-O  نFّ$A * "ّ I9 ّ \ت اS F  ا3! 0 K دة آD $D 8$( ]آ ن أه17)
[."F -ّX  ا3 O و8' O # #  ء%ّ$ أ ا6O Y*6-  (] اN
[ ]و، 40# ا
[Like Tunisian families, her family left Marsa city,]
[then, they found themselves at the wonderful Marsa’s
beach.]

] [ J? %! & "$ 4  ت#$! ن آ6A I*  بU ^ اF- ] (11)
[ .اء0%  ا# *
[Some authors use simple words in their articles] [ in
order to be understood by readers.]
أن

أ

o

If a verb is followed by one of the lexical cues { ?إ،
` >O ، أن، أن0 <، أن6 O ،ّ3U ،3U } or if these cues are
proceeded by the conjunction "( "وwaw) or ""ف
(fā), then it indicates the end of a segment as in:

3D 6F Oا

o

If comma is followed by the conjunction ""و
(waw) or "( "فfā) and then by a possessive noun
{8 , , # , ّ3 ,
, ' & , + , U , #U , ّ3U }, it
indicates the end of a segment, as in:

[. $U J " ![ ] د، رجA  & & ا2( ]رأ* أ18)
[I saw my sister outside,] [with a talking doll]

ل[ ]و

"*dO + ! 3D &'c IJ & أن2 * أ+'U#*] (12)
[ .0* - ا
[You can spend your money] [but avoid to fritter
away.]

* %O  أي3! g$A * ا

If comma is followed by the conjunction "( "وwaw)
or "( "فfā) and then by a preposition of localisation
{ $D, & , 3D, 3!, } إ, it indicates the end of a
segment, as in:

o

][f-X# " ا

9 $D ص0>9 ] (13)
[ مF(
[We keen to clean the kitchen] [so as to get rid of any
remnants of food]

If a comma is followed by a demonstrative
pronoun {+$J, o ه, ه ا, ذاك, + ذ,  ا,  اO, o , o O, + ,
+ O} and then by a word that is not a verb, then,
we do not have a segment frontier, as in:

[. ّ $! ' هQ & و0 '* '! !أ، ه ا ا م،6! &4 '#ّ$F! mW( ]و19)
[Mr. Hamed, our teacher, was standing up, looking at
us.]

On the other hand, ambiguous connectors do not always
mark the beginning of a segment, as the connector " و/
and " and the particles (“ i” (and), “( ”فSo), etc.). For
example, the particle “ ”وcan express either a new
clause (cf. example (14)), a conjunction between NPs
(cf. example (15)), or it can be a part of a word (cf.
example (16)).
[: لW[ ] و،ّ&  إ0 ' ] (14)
[Then he looked at me,] [and he said :]

5.

Our approach

In order to assess the validity of the previous
segmentation principles, we designed three discourse
segmenters. The first two ones are based respectively on
the principles p1 and p2 while the last one is based on
the principle p3. To build the third segmenter, we
propose a three steps segmentation algorithm. First,
texts are segmented according to p1. This leads to a first
segmentation level which is refined according to the
principle stated in p2. The final segmentation is
obtained by applying the principle p3. Each step has its
own patterns coupled with linguistic resources (Mesfar,
2008) like dictionaries of verbs, nouns, adjectives as
well as morphological and syntactic surface analysis in

["D l-  ر اF4 أ$D  نTW ' * m*0>  و اYS -  اk \ ] (15)
[Then he remarked the customer and the client
discussing about the products’ prices.]
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order to resolve the agglutination problem. These
dictionaries are used to recognize the type of indicators
as well as their right and left contexts. The figure below
describes the general architecture of our system. The
output is an XML file that contains the segmented text.

We give below an example of a text segmented
following the principle p3.

$p! و6'D][ ,"-Wا0# ج ا0O 3! "O0%! $D 3 #S 9 ّ ن-XW  نOّ]آ ن د
ّ ]["  ّاX  ت اp F#4 []و! إن."0<و0 ن آQ" "F -X  اD Y!
ب0W m*02 ّ1 ّ" آ-X% " ا-O6  ا3!  !] تYّ#Z J][.3* رD ! وان6F* %$X9ا
 ت%J & []وه.ا6' ن & آ46 هC $A ّ&O0c  اr( T  ا$D 1N0TJ رأس
 ده قXsJ & ّ"[]ا#%  ت ا9> اO m s  ا1S وأواY Oّ0  ء واT
ّ &ا
8Q و$D ّب6J & ّ"[] ا# ّ\  ت ا9 ا > اAt أ9ّ أ#$D][ .6 $Z ا
Yّ#Z Jء[]وu-O ? #N "-O6  ا1% 'J  ت ا ّ' رD 4 0p %J Y![]و.رض:ا
3! 6 $Z اآ ا0J  ر9ى & ا02 ورؤوس أ1N0TJ  رأس3! "O0%! $D
[.6*6Q

6.

Evaluation and results

Our three discourse segmenters, that follow respectively
the principles p1, p2 and p3, have been evaluated on the
test set for both news articles and textbooks. Table 2
summarizes the obtained results.
Segmentation
level

Journal

Our segmentation process is implemented using the
linguistic platform NooJ (Silberztein, 1993). NooJ is a
linguistic development environment that can parse texts
of several million words in real time. It includes tools to
construct and maintain large coverage lexical resources,
as well as morphologic and syntactic grammars. Based
on this platform, we built our patterns using a set of
linguistic Arabic resources. The patterns presented
previously are described in NooJ local grammars. These
local grammars are used in NLP applications as finitestate transducers ranged from morphological analysis to
finite-state parsing.

EST

Figure 1: A rule-based approach to discourse
segmentation

P1
P2
P3

P1
P2
P3

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

46%
68%
86%
20%
55%
69%

44%
64%
85%
22%
52%
67%

45%
66%
85,5%
21%
53,5 %
68%

Table 2: Evaluation results
As expected, the first level segmentation (i.e., based on
punctuation marks) performs bad. The obtained results
for textbooks are better than those for news articles
mainly because textbooks are usually well structured
and they are characterized by the presence of
punctuation marks. Main errors come from weak
punctuation marks. For instance, our rules for dots do
not perform well in case of the presence of
abbreviations at the end of the segment, since this does
not imply a cutting point (cf. example (20)).
&!\4x د اs W? " & ا#' $ &!\4x ا+'- ة اLS Q $D 1s ] (20)
[. هـ1411  مF
[He obtained the Islamic bank award for the
developpement in the Islamic economy for the year
1411 H.]

Figure 2: NooJ local sub-grammar for dot marker.

The figure 2 presents an example of a NooJ
grammar for the segmentation using dots: if there
abbreviation in the beginning or in the middle
sentence, the dot does not represent the end
segment.

We also observe that our rules for commas often fail
mainly because our system do not correctly handle
lexical ambiguities, as in:

local
is an
of a
of a

[ $I< 6FO ،" J 6  ا1( ]أآ21)
[The child has washed the apple,] [then he ate it],
where the adverb 6FO / (after) was identified as a verb
6FO/ (to move away).
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segmentation principles: one based on the exclusive use
of punctuation marks, the second relies on lexical cues
and the last one is based on a combination of the first
two principles. Our results show that the third principle
is the best segmentation algorithm and that segmenting
elementary school books yield better results compared
to news articles.

The second level segmentation obtained better results
compared to the first level for the two corpora which
shows that lexical cues are good indicators to segment
sentences into clauses. Results for textbooks are
however better compared to news articles mainly
because textbooks writing style are very simple which
make the number of ambiguity cases most frequent in
journal articles. As for segmentation principle p1, main
errors come from lexical ambiguities, as in:

For the moment, our method relies on morphological
and syntactic information using several dictionaries and
orthographic rectification grammar. Arabic texts
segmentation needs in addition a semantic analysis in
order to resolve lexical ambiguities.

8# " أZ F# "*دو: ا3! "D #Z! ^*0#$

-X  اmp( و22)
8 0Qو
According to the doctor’s instruction, the patient has to
take a lot of drugs to treat his pain and his injury,

As future work, we intend to segment clauses into
minimal units to take into account appositions,
adverbial frames, etc. Then, we plan to study how those
EDUs are discursively related using SDRT theory
(Asher & Lascarides, 2003) as our formal framework.

where the system identifies a cutting point before
8 0Qو, since the morpho-syntactic analysis consider
this word as a verb and not as a noun. Errors come also
from the syntactic parser, as in:
"  ر-  ا1l Xs! "$S D $-% 4( ا23)
Yesterday I received Mustapha Fadhl’s family,

8.

Afantenos, S. D.; Denis, P.; Muller, P. and Danlos, L.
(2010). Learning recursive segments for discourse
parsing. In Proceedings of the International
Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation,
LREC 2010 (Valletta, Malta, 2010).

where, the named entity 1l is parsed as a conjunction
 فand a verb 1t (lost) which implies a beginning of a
segment.
Finally, segmenting using both punctuations and
lexical cues gives the best results. This shows that
using morphological and syntactic information is
helpful to disambiguate some lexical connectors as
well as weak punctuation marks. Of course, mixed
principles have their limits because, in some cases,
both punctuation marks and lexical connectors are
omitted, as in:

Asher, N.; Lascarides, A. (2003). Logics
Conversation. Cambridge University Press.

of

Basha, A. Z. (1912)." O0F " اc$  & ا8J !\Dو
W0 ا.
(Punctuation and its marks in Arabic Language).
Belguith Hadrich, L. (2009). Analyse et résumé
automatiques de documents : Problèmes, conception
et réalisation, Habilitation Universitaire en
Informatique, soutenue le 2 mai 2009, FSEGS,
Université de Sfax, Tunisie.

J ; ! اW '9 F!  > تs
ّ ^ اFO أ0%9 9 2d (24)
We have read together some pages and then we have
discussed about their content,

Belguith Hadrich, L. ; Aloulou, C. and Ben Hamadou
A. (2008). «MASPAR : De la segmentation à
l'analyse syntaxique de textes arabes», Information
Interaction Intelligence I3, CÉPADUÈS-Editions,
mai 2008, Vol. 7, n° 2, p. 9-36.

where we have two segments related by the rhetorical
relation goal.
The main challenge in Arabic discourse segmentation
remains the disambiguation of discourse cues. In fact,
Arabic being an agglutinative language, we have to go
beyond standard morpho-syntactic analysis, in order to
deal with lexical ambiguities. We thus need semantics.
Interesting efforts in this direction include the work of
(Khalifa et al., 2011) on the connector “ و/wa” that can
be used efficiently in our framework to improve the
results of our system when using the principle p3.
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